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Friends, shoppers no longer need to visit different websites to find the
electronics they are interested in. Cazoodle Shopping Search is the first and
only organic shopping search service that simultaneously provides
comprehensive as well as precise product information.

The company was founded in 2006 and the first launch is for consumer
electronic products including laptop and desktop computer, digital camera and
camcorder, printer, television, MP3 player, etc. The company aims to integrate
and organize information from many different web sources.

While many shopping search services exist already, Cazoodle Shopping Search
provides far more results. For "canon sd1200" query, Cazoodle brings up 610
offers compared to 33 offers at Shopping.com. The results are accurately
organized into groups of competing offers for the same product from different
merchants. The sites to date that are out there offering price comparisons
include Shopping.com, Price Grabber, Nextag, and Google Products. They
mostly rely on vendor-submitted feeds and are limited in the information that
they put out.

http://shopping.cazoodle.com has the ability to pull information from thousands
of web sources. They can offer product review titles, reviews, image, price and
much more from a laptop page on the retail websites. What an amazing site
this is. It can make the consumer’s time searching on the Internet much more
efficient. Just in time for the holiday shopping season. For now happy shopping!

Laurie, TheBag Lady
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